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Abstract

In this work we consider active, pairwise top-κ selection, the problem of identi-
fying the highest quality subset of given size from a set of alternatives, based on
the information collected from noisy, sequentially chosen pairwise comparisons.
We adapt two well known Bayesian sequential sampling techniques, the Knowl-
edge Gradient policy and the Optimal Computing Budget Allocation framework
for the pairwise setting and compare their performance on a range of empirical
tests. We demonstrate that these methods are able to match or outperform the
current state of the art racing algorithm approach.
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1. Introduction

Top-κ selection is a well known problem, with applications in many different
areas, including player ranking in games, selection in evolutionary algorithms,
optimising search engine result relevance, and preference elicitation in decision
making or other social contexts.

In the standard problem, the score or “quality” of each of K possible al-
ternatives is modelled by the expectation of a real-valued random variable, a
statistic estimated through repeated sampling. The setting of the problem can
be static or active: a set of sampling results may be provided a priori, or the
ranker may be allowed to sequentially select which alternatives to sample as the
algorithm progresses. The aim is to efficiently and accurately select the best
subset of given size κ from the set of alternatives. In the active setting, the total
number of samples available is generally restricted, giving rise to an optimisa-
tion problem, with the objective of devising sampling procedures to maximise
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the probability of correctly selecting the highest scoring alternatives or subset
of alternatives within the sampling budget constraint.

However, in many real world applications it can be difficult or impractical
to directly estimate an alternative’s quality through sampling. Instead, it may
only be possible to obtain pairwise information, either in the form of a numerical
value, or as a binary preference, expressing the result of a comparison between
two items. For a motivating example, consider the ranking of two football
teams; it is unclear how one might accurately assess the strength of each team
in isolation, but by playing the teams against each other and recording the result,
we obtain pairwise information that can be translated into a ranking. Thus, we
consider an adaptation of the standard top-κ selection problem that restricts
the sampling process to allow only pairwise comparisons between alternatives.
Here, rather than modelling the score of an alternative as a random variable
that can be sampled directly, we instead treat the outcome of each possible
pairwise comparison between alternatives as a random variable. The score of
an alternative is then considered to be the sum of the expectation of the K − 1
R.V.’s for the pairwise comparisons with all other alternatives.

This sampling restriction increases the complexity of the problem. In gen-
eral, the number of individual samples required to obtain a single measurement

of the score of all possible alternatives increase from K to K(K−1)
2 . In addition,

the outcomes of the pairwise comparisons need not be transitive. For example,
in the context of game players, differences in playing styles and counter strate-
gies might create cycles in pairwise performance (A beats B, B beats C, C beats
A). The information gained from a particular pairwise comparison against a par-
ticular opponent thereby only relates to part of an alternative’s overall quality,
leading to additional complications when attempting to optimise the sampling
process.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. We propose two novel active sample allocation methods for top-κ subset
selection, adapted for pairwise sampling problems from the well-known
Optimal Computing Budget Allocation and Knowledge Gradient frame-
works.

2. We prove that the proposed methods are asymptotically optimal under
certain conditions

3. We empirically investigate the performance of the proposed sampling meth-
ods in various settings, and compare against current state-of-the-art pair-
wise subset selection methods.

In the following section, we describe the problem in more detail. Section 3
gives a brief overview of current approaches to both static and active pairwise
subset selection problems, before an overview of two myopic sampling strategies
that we adapt to the pairwise problem in Section 4. We then apply each of
these strategies to various problem settings, with the results of empirical testing
discussed in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.
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2. Problem Definition

The problem we consider is a variation of the standard active “Top-κ Se-
lection” problem. Suppose we are presented with a finite set of K possible
alternatives A = {a1, a2, a3, ..., aK} and to each possible pair of alternatives
(ai, aj), there is associated a random variable Xi,j with unknown finite mean
µi,j , representing the expected outcome of a “pairwise comparison” of alterna-
tive ai against alternative aj . The quality Si of an alternative ai is determined
by the sum of the means of the R.V.’s corresponding to pairwise comparisons
of ai against all other alternatives:

Si =
∑
j 6=i

µi,j

This is commonly known as the Borda Score Borda (1784). We assume that
comparing an alternative ai to aj has the same effect as comparing aj to ai.
Thus, the random variables Xi,j are paired, with Xi,j = −Xj,i for value-based
sample results and Xi,j = 1 − Xj,i for binary preference samples. As such,
performing a pairwise comparison of two alternatives will affect the estimates
of both of their scores.

This model of defining alternative fitness using the Borda scores of their
pairwise comparisons does not explicitly assume the existence of any underly-
ing latent value model for alternatives. However, under reasonable conditions,
namely Stochastic Transitivity (see Definition 3.1 below) and Pairwise Distin-
guishability, the Borda score ranking for alternatives will be identical to the
underlying latent ranking, should one exist. For a proof of this property, see
Appendix.

The aim is to identify the index set I ⊂ [K] of given size κ containing the
highest scoring alternatives, i.e, the solution to the optimization problem:

argmax
I⊂[K]:|I|=κ

∑
i∈I

Si

This can be done by iteratively selecting pairs of alternatives (ai, aj) and
sampling Xi,j , thereby improving the quality of our estimates of the µi,j ’s that
comprise the alternative’s scores. In particular, we are interested in cases where
the sampling process is deemed “expensive”, either computationally, or due to
the need for real-world interactions, and hence the number of samples we can
take is limited. The problem becomes how to iteratively select the next pair to
sample to maximise the probability of correctly identifying the optimal subset.

3. Related Work

3.1. Static Sampling

There is a wide variety of research related to ranking problems based on
pairwise information. A number of works (Braverman and Mossel, 2008; Ne-
gahban et al., 2012; Hajek et al., 2014) present approaches for generating a
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complete ranking on static problem cases. While any method that produces a
complete ranking can obviously also be used to identify only the top subset of
alternatives, such methods are unlikely to be effective as those specifically de-
signed to do so. For top-κ selection specifically, a major approach is the class of
spectral ranking methods based on Rank Centrality, notably the Spectral MLE
algorithm proposed in Chen and Suh (2015) and further analysed in Jang et al.
(2016). Both consider sets of alternatives with underlying (true) preferences
based on the popular Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model (Bradley and Terry,
1952). This model assumes the existence of an underlying (unknown) vector
of weights, (w1, ..., wK) that parametrises the true preferences over the set of
alternatives a1, ..., aK . These weights are assumed to determine the probability
of each outcome of a pairwise comparison between two alternatives: specifically,
in a comparison between alternatives ai and aj , the probability that ai wins is
given by wi

wi+wj
.

Recently, Suh et al. (2017) further developed Rank Centrality and Spectral
MLE methods for top-κ selection under the BTL model to include “adversarial”
settings, where a portion of sample results are deliberately falsified. This is
designed to make the methods more robust to real world effects, for example,
to the effect of spammers and manipulation of internet survey results.

Although popular, the strong parametric assumptions of the BTL model
often fail in real-world applications, (see, for example, Ballinger and Wilcox
(1997)). These limitations are discussed in detail in Shah et al. (2016). In that
work, the authors suggest the class of Strongly Stochastically Transitive (SST)
models first defined by Fishburn (1973) to be more consistent with experimental
data. This more general class of models is based on the assumption of the SST
condition, stated here for binary comparison outcomes:

Definition 3.1. Strong Stochastic Transitivity condition. Given alternatives
ai, aj and ak with pairwise comparison means µi,j , µj,k and µi,k, then:

µi,j ≥
1

2
and µj,k ≥

1

2
=⇒ µi,k ≥ max{µi,j , µj,k}

The class of SST models includes the BTL model, as well as other well known
parametric models such as the Thurstone model (Thurstone, 1927). Shah and
Wainwright (2016) explore methods both for complete ranking and top-κ selec-
tion for SST models, proposing a simple and computationally efficient counting
algorithm based on the Copeland score of each alternative. Chen et al. (2017)
also look at static top-κ selection with the SST model, presenting a counting
algorithm with adaptations to better account for the varying importance of
different sample results.

3.2. Active Sampling

Where possible, it is often advantageous to actively choose which pairwise
comparisons to perform, by sampling sequentially and taking account of previous
sample outcomes to choose more relevant or informative pairs to compare. A
range of active sampling methods exist that attempt to capture this benefit. For
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complete ranking, see Busa-Fekete et al. (2014) for Mallows models, or Maystre
and Grossglauser (2015) which discusses Rank Centrality and QuickSort based
approached for the BTL model. Closely related is the so called Duelling Bandits
problem described in Yue et al. (2012) and Yue and Joachims (2011) for finding
the best single alternative through active pairwise sampling, using an underlying
sampling model based on the SST condition. Urvoy et al. (2013) proposes
the SAVAGE algorithm, a more general duelling bandit method for identifying
the top element without the stochastic transitivity assumption. For a good
overview of pairwise learning methods in the context of bandit algorithms, see
Busa-Fekete and Hüllermeier (2014).

Several works also explicitly address active pairwise top-κ selection. Mohajer
and Suh (2016) propose an algorithm to return, in ranked order, the top-κ
elements of a set. To perform this task, the method relies on partitioning
the set of alternatives to be investigated into smaller subsets and constructing
binary preference trees on these sets. The method is computationally efficient,
requiring only parts of these preference trees to be rebuilt after an alternative is
selected for the top set. For the partitioning method to be valid, a certain degree
of regularity between the underlying ranking of the items and the individual
pairwise comparison means is required, but this assumption is weaker then that
of SST. Eriksson (2013) considers a graph-based approach to top-κ selection in
a setting with uniform noise, which also imposes some consistency conditions,
namely the underlying directed preference graphs must be acyclic.

One approach for active top-κ selection allowing cyclical preferences is through
the use of Sucesssive Elimination or Racing algorithms, first introduced in
Maron and Moore (1994) and Maron and Moore (1997). These iterative meth-
ods provide a framework for dealing with sampling uncertainty, designed to
replicate a race. During the sampling process, as the quantity of information
about each alternative increases, particularly well-performing alternatives can
be allowed to “finish early” and are selected, while those that lag behind are
eliminated, with further sampling focussed solely on alternatives remaining in
the race. Although the standard racing implementation includes the idea of a
maximum budget, the proportion of this budget utilized by the race is usually
variable, as the algorithm terminates upon reaching a solution set with desired
size, having successively eliminated alternatives during the sampling process
based on a probabilistic bound based on an accuracy parameter α. Fixed bud-
get adaptations of the racing framework (see for example Branke and Elomari
(2013)) do exist, aiming to adaptively tune the accuracy parameter α to max-
imise performance within a given budget constraint.

Racing has been applied to a variety of contexts including model selection
and parameter tuning. Heidrich-Meisner and Igel (2009) describe in detail the
selectRace procedure for obtaining the best µ of λ alternatives, using both the
Hoeffding and empirical Bernstein bounds. Busa-Fekete et al. (2013b) and Busa-
Fekete et al. (2013a) adapt the Hoeffding racing algorithm to the pairwise pref-
erence sampling problem, proposing a preference-based racing (PBR) frame-
work with three different sampling strategies. They compare these strategies
using real-world football data, and empirically demonstrate their performance
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on several synthetic top-κ selection problems. Additionally, Heckel et al. (2016)
proposes the Active Ranking (AR) algorithm, a sequential racing method for
dividing the set of alternatives into arbitrary subsets based on Borda Score, and
compare the performance of their more general method with other approaches
that asume the BTL model or SST, such as the Duelling Bandit approach from
Yue and Joachims (2011). To our knowledge, Heckel et al. (2016) represents
the current state of the art for subset selection using pairwise comparisons with
sampling uncertainty and without parametric models like BTL or regularity
assumptions such as Stochastic Transitivity.

The Simulation Optimization community has developed several alternative
approches to ranking and selection, as discussed in Branke et al. (2007). In
particular, the authors describe in detail two classes of Bayesian methods; ex-
pected Value of Information Procedures (VIP) and the Optimal Computing
Budget Allocation (OCBA).

OCBA refers to a group of procedures first proposed in Chen (1996), and
further developed in Chen et al. (2000) and Chen et al. (2010). In Chen et al.
(2008), the authors adapt a version of OCBA for optimal subset selection. The
problem considered in this work is the classic selection problem, where allocating
a simulation run corresponds directly with sampling the score of an alternative.
As OCBA is well suited to stochastic simulation optimization problems, and
has been shown to be an effective sampling policy for subset selection, it seems
reasonable to expect OCBA could be well applied to the pairwise problem.

A popular variant of the VIP approach is the Knowledge Gradient (KG) pol-
icy first proposed in Gupta and Miescke (1994) and developed in Frazier et al.
(2008) and Chick et al. (2010). The KG policy sequentially samples alterna-
tives based on myopically optimising the expected value of information gained
by performing a single additional sample. Frazier et al. (2008) demonstrate
that the KG policy is able to perform efficiently where sample measurements
are normally distributed. Kamiński (2015) identifies potential limitations of
the KG for discrete measurement cases, proposing adapted sample selection
methods demonstrated to improve performance in the Bernoulli case. We have
reported some preliminary investigation on using OCBA and KG in the context
of pairwise comparisons in Groves and Branke (2016). Independent of our work,
Priekule and Meisel (2017) show empirically that KG works better than Equal
allocation, but can get stuck in a pairwise comparison setting.

4. Algorithm Details

In our literature review, we identified two possible sampling policies that
can be adapted to address the problem defined in Section 2. In this section, we
discuss them in more detail, along with our modifications for pairwise sampling.

4.1. Pairwise Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (POCBAm)

Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (OCBA) refers to a class of sampling
allocation policies based on a Bayesian framework. Since it was first proposed
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in Chen (1996), several different variants of OCBA have been developed (Chen
et al., 2000, 2010; Mattila and Virtanen, 2015). The procedure was adapted in
Chen et al. (2008) for optimal subset selection, with the name OCBAm to refer
to the selection of multiple elements.

Here, we implement the variant first defined by Chen et al. (1997), and later
also evaluated by Branke et al. (2007), which we adapt both for selecting a
subset rather than a single alternative and to use pairwise comparisons, and
thus refer to as POCBAm. At each stage of the sampling process POCBAm
aims to maximise the estimated increase in the probability of correct selection
(PCS) gained from the sample. To estimate PCS, we consider the information
we have gained from our sampling process to far; we have an estimate µ̃i,j for
the mean of each sample outcome µi,j , and the standard deviation σ̃i,j of the
sampling results obtained so far. Using a Gaussian approximation, we model
the uncertainty of our estimate µ̃i,j using the standard error

σ̃i,j√
ni,j

, where ni,j

denotes the number of samples performed of the pair (ai, aj). We use these

pairwise estimates to construct distributions S̃p for the overall Borda scores of
each alternative ap:

S̃p ∼ N

µ̂p =
∑
q,q 6=p

µ̃p,q, σ̂
2
p =

∑
q,q 6=p

σ̃2
p,q

np,q

 (4.1.1)

With these Borda score distributions, our expected PCS (EPCS) would
simply be the probability that each of the alternative scores does indeed fall in
the correct set, i.e:

EPCS = P{S̃p > S̃q , for all p ∈ I, q /∈ I}

As we only need the relative values of the EPCS for each pair, we use the
lower bound approximate expected probability of correct selection (AEPCS) as
described in Chen et al. (2008) to simplify the calculation:

For a constant c:

EPCS ≥ P

⋂
p∈I
{S̃p > c}

⋂⋂
q/∈I

{S̃q < c}

 ≡ AEPCS (4.1.2)

To obtain the best approximation of EPCS, we want to choose c in order to
maximise AEPCS and make our lower bound as tight as possible. As suggested
in Chen et al. (2008), we use:

c =
σ̂κ+1µ̂κ + σ̂κµ̂κ+1

σ̂κ + σ̂κ+1

where µ̂κ, σ̂κ and µ̂κ+1, σ̂κ+1 are the score means and standard errors of the
alternatives currently ranked κth and (κ+ 1)th respectively.
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However, calculating this probability directly is not straightforward. Unlike
Chen et al. (2008), alternative scores are not independent as the sums used
to calculate S̃p and S̃q include the mean estimates µp,q and µq,p of the paired
random variables Xp,q and Xq,p respectively, as described above. Instead, this
pairing ensures that the correlation ρp,q is negative between any pair of alter-
natives. Thus using Slepian’s Theorem, as described in Tong (1980) (Theorem
2.1.1 and Corollary 1), and assuming joint normality between alternatives, we
can produce an upper bound for the parts of AEPCS from the sets of alterna-
tives on each side of the threshold:

P

⋂
p∈I
{S̃p > c}

 ≤∏
p∈I

P{S̃p > c}

P

⋂
q/∈I

{S̃q < c}

 ≤∏
q/∈I

P{S̃q < c}

(4.1.3)

Sketch proofs of inequalities 4.1.3 are given in the Appendix. Similarly, the
negative correlations between alternative scores gives us an obvious lower bound
for pairs of alternatives from either side of the threshold. For p ∈ I, q /∈ I:

P(S̃p > c)P(S̃q < c) ≤ P({S̃p > c} ∩ {S̃q < c}) (4.1.4)

Given these bounds, it seems reasonable to expect that the product over ele-
ments of Equation 4.1.2 will provide an acceptable and easy to calculate approx-
imation of AEPCS, given again that only relative values are needed. Thus, in
practice we approximate AEPCS using:

AEPCS ≈
∏
p∈I

P{S̃p > c}
∏
q/∈I

{S̃q < c} (4.1.5)

To estimate the expected increase in AEPCS due to allocating an additional
sample, the POCBAm procedure considers the effect of allocating a single addi-
tional sample to a particular pairwise comparison and none to the others. The
expectation is that, by collecting an additional sample from the random variable
corresponding to that pair, the estimate of the sample mean and standard devi-
ation will not change (as they are calculated using unbiased estimates), but the
standard error of our estimate of the mean of the outcome from that pairwise
comparison will decrease. We model this effect, for a sample allocated to the
pair (ai, aj), by scaling the distribution of the scores S̃p of the alternatives ap
to our expected post-sample distributions S̃i,jp :

S̃i,jp ∼ N

µ̂i,jp =
∑
q,q 6=p

µ̃p,q, (σ̂
i,j
p )2 =

∑
q,q 6=p

σ̃2
p,q

np,q + I{p, q = i, j}

 (4.1.6)

where I{p, q = i, j} is the indicator function that returns 1 if either p = i and
q = j, or q = i and p = j. Calculating S̃i,jp for all alternatives allows us to obtain
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a prediction for AEPCS after having performed the additional comparison of
(ai, aj):

For c =
σ̂κ+1µ̂κ+σ̂κµ̂κ+1

σ̂κ+σ̂κ+1
,

AEPCSi,j =
∏
p∈I

P{S̃i,jp > c}
∏
q/∈I

P{S̃i,jq < c}

=
∏
p∈I

(
1− Φ

(
c− µ̂i,jp
σ̂i,jp

))∏
q/∈I

(
Φ

(
c− µ̂i,jq
σ̂i,jq

)) (4.1.7)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distri-
bution.

At each step, POCBAm selects and performs a single sample of the pair
that maximises AEPCSi,j , before recalculating, repeating until the pre-sample
AEPCS > (1 − α) for a pre-specified accuracy parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Initial
values for pairwise sample mean and variance estimates µ̃i,j and σ̃2

i,j are obtained
by performing an initial warm-up phase where each alternative pair is sampled
n0 times. With discrete sample values, we apply add-one Laplace smoothing
Lidstone (1920) to our initial estimates to ensure σ̃2

i,j > 0. This is necessary to
guarantee asymptotic optimality, discussed further in Section 4.3 below.

4.2. Pairwise Knowledge Gradient (PKG)

Pairwise Knowledge Gradient (PKG) is a one-step Bayesian look-ahead pol-
icy that aims to maximise the expected value gained by collecting one additional
sample under the assumption that the sampling process will terminate immedi-
ately afterwards. In the context of optimal subset selection, given an index set
I, its value is typically determined by the zero-one loss function:

U(I) =

{
1, if I is correct

0, otherwise

Suppose during the sampling process, we currently consider the index set I
to contain the κ best alternatives and denote the (as yet unknown) best index
set we would obtain after sampling a pair (ai, aj) by Ii,j . The expected value
gain of such a sample is simply:

V i,j = P{U(Ii,j) = 1|U(I) = 0} − P{U(Ii,j) = 0|U(I) = 1}

However, as we do not know the value of U(I) during our sampling process, V i,j

cannot be computed. To allow us to approximate it, we make the assumption
that the information gained by further sampling should improve our ability to
identify the correct index set and thus will not cause us to discard a correct
index set I, i.e that P{U(Ii,j) = 0|U(I) = 1} = 0. Under this assumption,
and the assumption that the next sample will be the last, the expected value
of information gained from performing a sample is simply the probability that
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POCBAm Procedure
INPUT: Set of K alternatives {a1, .., aK},

Required selection size κ,
Accuracy parameter α.

INITIALIZE: Perform n0 samples of each pair of alternatives;
np,q = n0 for all p, q,
Sample means µ̃p,q = 1

np,q

∑
Xp,q, and:

Standard dev. σ̃p,q =
√

1
np,q−1

∑
(Xp,q − µ̃p,q)2,

For all p = 1, ...,K: alternative scores Sp =
∑
q,q 6=p µ̃p,q,

Index set I of best κ alternatives.

WHILE AEPCS < (1− α) DO:
FOR ALL PAIRS (ai, aj):

UPDATE:
For all p = 1, ..,K:

Alternative score means µ̂i,jp := Sp,

Alternative score std. devs. σ̂i,jp :=
∑
q,q 6=p

σ̃2
p,q

np,q+I{p,q=i,j} ,

Boundary value c =
σ̂κ+1µ̂κ+σ̂κµ̂κ+1

σ̂κ+σ̂κ+1
,

AEPCSi,j =
∏
p∈I

(
1− Φ

(
c−µ̂i,jp
σ̂i,jp

))∏
q/∈I

(
Φ

(
c−µ̂i,jq
σ̂i,jq

))
.

END FOR
SAMPLE: Select pair (ai, aj) that maximises AEPCSi,j ,

Perform sample of (ai, aj),
ni,j ← ni,j + 1,
UPDATE: µ̃i,j , σ̃i,j , Si, Sj ,

UPDATE: I.
END WHILE

RETURN I
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the sample will change our estimate of the index set. Thus, we define the
approximate value gain AV i,j of sampling the pair (ai, aj):

AV i,j := P{Ii,j 6= I} (4.2.1)

For the sample to change our current index set I, these score changes must
be sufficiently large to move one of Si, Sj either into, or out of the current κ
best score estimates. The sample may either (i) increase the score estimate Si of
ai, and thus decrease Sj by an equal amount, or (ii) decrease Si and so increase
Sj by a corresponding amount. For case (i), we denote the required increase in

Si to change I by δi,ji . Similarly, for case (ii), we denote the required increase

in Sj to change I by δi,jj . There are several cases for calculating δi,ji and δi,jj ,
dependent on whether ai and aj are present in the current estimated index set
I:

δi,ji =


Sκ − Si if ai, aj /∈ I
Sj − Sκ+1 if ai, aj ∈ I
min{Sj−Si2 , Sκ − Si, Sj − Sκ+1} if aj ∈ I, ai /∈ I
∞ if ai ∈ I, aj /∈ I

(4.2.2)

and vice versa for δi,jj . If both ai and aj are outside the current index set,
the increase in Si must be sufficiently large to make Si exceed Sκ, the lowest
score for alternatives currently in I. Similarly, if ai and aj are both currently
in I, the increase in Si must be large enough that the corresponding decrease
in Sj is enough to reduce Sj to below Sκ+1, the highest score for alternatives
not in I. Alternatively, if ai /∈ I, aj ∈ I, Si must either increase enough to
exceed Sκ, or cause a decrease in Sj sufficiently large to reduce it below Sκ+1,
or both increase Si and decrease Sj enough to make Si > Sj . Finally, if ai ∈ I,

aj /∈ I, no increase in Si can change I so δi,ji is infinite. However, in this case,

δi,jj = min{Si−Sj2 , Sκ−Sj , Si−Sκ+1}, so at least one of δi,ji and δi,jj will always
be finite. The sampling outcome required to change our estimate of µi,j from

µ̃i,j after ni,j samples, to µ̃i,j + δi,ji after ni,j + 1 samples, and thereby increase

Si by δi,ji , is then simply:

∆i,j
i = δi,ji (ni,j + 1) + µ̃i,j (4.2.3)

So a sample result from the pair (ai, aj) of at least ∆i,j
i , or at least ∆i,j

j will

cause our index set I to change. Thus, the expected value of information AV i,j

from this sample under our knowledge gradient assumptions is just the prob-
ability of either of the required sampling outcomes. With Gaussian sampling
noise, this is given by:

AV i,j = 2−
[
Φ

(
|∆i,j

i − µ̃i,j |
σ̃i,j

)
+ Φ

( |∆i,j
j − µ̃i,j |
σ̃i,j

)]
(4.2.4)
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where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distri-
bution. At each step after our initial warm-up phase, we choose to perform the
sample that maximises AV .

Throughout our sampling process, we maintain estimates of sampling mean
µ̃i,j and variance σ̃2

i,j for each pair, which we can use to construct an estimate
for the probability of correct selection given our sampling results so far. As with
the POCBAm method, we use the AEPCS approximation given in Section 4.1
to simplify the calculation, differing only in that we do not scale the variance
of our alternative score distributions S̃p to predict future sample effects as we
do with POCBAm, instead using only the actual sampling results obtained so
far. We use AEPCS as a stopping criterion, halting our sampling process when
AEPCS > (1− α).

4.3. Asymptotic Optimality

A desirable property for sampling methods is that of Asymptotic Optimal-
ity ; the guarantee of convergence to the best possible solution given an infinite
sampling budget. For instance, the simple policy of uniform sample allocation
is asymptotically optimal. Under this policy, with an infinite sampling budget,
infinitely many samples will be allocated to each possible pair and so each pair-
wise mean estimate and therefore all Borda Score estimates for alternatives will
converge to the true value. This idea is important when discussing asymptotic
optimality, as so long as we can guarantee our sampling method will eventu-
ally allocate infinitely many samples to each pair, the Central Limit Theorem
(CLT) justifies that eventually our Borda Score estimates for alternatives will
be sufficiently accurate to guarantee we select the correct subset of high scoring
alternatives.

The asymptotic optimality of OCBA methods on standard (i.e non-pairwise)
ranking and selection problems is well established, with proofs of the property
given for different formulations of the method in Frazier and Powell (2008) and
Chen and Lee (2011).

Proposition 1. Pairwise OCBA for Top-k selection (POCBAm) is asymptoti-
cally optimal.

Proof. After our n0 warm-up samples of each pair we have σ̃i,j > 0 for all pairs
ai, aj and thus AEPCSi,j > 0. Now, when we sample a pair, we only affect
the pairwise mean and score estimates of the two alternatives directly involved
in the comparison, leaving most of the terms in AEPCS unchanged. Thus, we
can write the expected increase in AEPCS due to sampling (ai, aj) (which we
denote ∆AEPCSi,j) by:

∆AEPCSi,j = Ci,j

[
Φ

(
(|c− µ̃i,j |)(ni,j + 1)

σ̃i,j

)
− Φ

(
(|c− µ̃i,j |)ni,j

σ̃i,j

)]
Where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distri-
bution. With 0 < Ci,j < 1 being the product of all terms in AEPCSi,j that
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PKG Procedure
INPUT: Set of K alternatives {a1, .., aK},

Required selection size κ,
Accuracy parameter α.

INITIALIZE: Perform n0 samples of each pair of alternatives;
np,q = n0 for all p, q, and:
Sample means µ̃p,q = 1

np,q

∑
Xp,q,

Standard dev. σ̃p,q =
√

1
np,q−1

∑
(Xp,q − µ̃p,q)2,

For all p = 1, ..,K: alternative scores Sp =
∑
q,q 6=p µ̃p,q,

Index set I of best κ alternatives.

WHILE AEPCS < (1− α) DO:
FOR ALL PAIRS (ai, aj):

UPDATE: Required score changes δi,ji and δi,jj ,

∆i,j
i = δi,ji (ni,j + 1) + µ̃i,j ,

∆i,j
j = δi,jj (nj,i + 1) + µ̃j,i,

AV i,j = 2−
[
Φ

(
|∆i,j
i −µ̃i,j |
σ̃i,j

)
+ Φ

(
|∆i,j
j −µ̃i,j |
σ̃i,j

)]
.

END FOR
SAMPLE: Select pair (ai, aj) that maximises AV i,j ,

If maxi,j{AV i,j} = 0, select sample uniformly at random,
Perform sample of (ai, aj),
ni,j ← ni,j + 1,
UPDATE: µ̃i,j , σ̃i,j , Si, Sj ,

EST. PCS:
For all p = 1, ..,K:

Alternative score means µ̂p := Sp,
Alternative score std. devs. σ̂p :=

∑
q,q 6=p σ̃

2
p,q

Boundary value c =
σ̂κ+1µ̂κ+σ̂κµ̂κ+1

σ̂κ+σ̂κ+1
,

AEPCS =
∏
p∈I

(
1− Φ

(
µ̂p−c
σ̂p

))∏
q/∈I

(
Φ
(
c−µ̂q
σ̂q

))
.

UPDATE: I.
END WHILE
RETURN I
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are unaffected by sampling (ai, aj). Now:

lim
ni,j→∞

∆AEPCSi,j = Ci,j(Φ(+∞)− Φ(+∞)) = Ci,j(1− 1) = 0

Therefore, as our total number of samples allocated N =
∑
∀i,j ni,j →∞, for at

least some pairs (ai, aj), we must have ni,j →∞ and therefore ∆AEPCSi,j →
0. If this is the case for all pairs, then we are done. Let F denote the set
of pairs for which ni,j remains finite, then eventually we must reach a state
where we allocate no further samples to F . But if ni,j → ∞ for all pairs not
in F , then for any ε > 0 there exists some number of samples N ′ such that,
once at least N ′ samples have been taken we have max(ai,aj)/∈F∆AEPCSi,j <

ε. If we choose ε < min(ai,aj)∈F∆AEPCSi,j then for some N? we have

max(ai,aj)/∈F∆AEPCSi,j < min(ai,aj)∈F∆AEPCSi,j after N? samples, and
so POCBAm will allocate our next sample to F . Thus, by contradiction, F is
empty.

The question of asymptotic optimality for pairwise knowledge gradient is
less straightforward. With unbounded sample responses of finite variance, KG is
asymptotically optimal (Frazier and Powell (2008)) and we show in Proposition
2 that this remains true for PKG. However, with bounded sample outcomes, this
does not hold, as we discuss below. In Proposition 3, we give a specific example
of how the asymptotic optimality of PKG may break with binary sampling.

Proposition 2. Pairwise Knowledge Gradient (PKG) is asymptotically optimal
for sampling models with unbounded sample results of finite variance.

Proof. For every pair i, j at least one of δi,ji and δi,jj must be finite. Thus, at

least one of ∆i,j
i and ∆i,j

j will be finite and, as sample results are unbounded,

either P[Xi,j > ∆i,j
i ] > 0 or P[Xj,i > ∆i,j

j ] > 0. Hence,

AV i,j > 0

for every pair. Now, as limni,j→∞∆i,j
i =∞,

limni,j→∞AV
i,j = 2−

[
Φ

(
|∞ − µi,j |

σi,j

)
+ Φ

(
|∞ − µi,j |

σi,j

)]
= 2− (1 + 1) = 0

Thus, suppose that as N =
∑
∀i,j ni,j → ∞ there are some pairs sampled only

finitely many times, and denote these by F , but again, if ni,j → ∞ for all
pairs not in F , then for any ε > 0 there is a number of samples N ′ after which
max(ai,aj)/∈FAV

i,j < ε. If we choose ε < min(ai,aj)∈FAV
i,j then after some N?

samples, we have max(ai,aj)/∈FAV
i,j < min(ai,aj)∈FAV

i,j and thus PKG will
allocate our next sample to F .

However, when sample outcomes are bounded, even the standard formulation
of KG can encounter states where it is unable to allocate a sample. At each step
of this algorithm and for each pair (ai, aj), we calculate an estimate AV i,j of
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the probability that collecting a single additional sample will change the scores
of alternatives ai and aj sufficiently to alter our top-rated subset. However,
restricting the range from which sample results are drawn limits the change that
sampling can make to the alternatives’ scores. Specifically, using the example
of binary sample outcomes; suppose we are in some knowledge state θ, with an
estimate of µ̃θi,j for Xi,j (and thus µ̃θj,i = 1 − µ̃θi,j for Xj,i) and we perform a
single additional sample of Xi,j . Then we will have:

µ̃θ+1
i,j =

µ̃
θ
i,j + 1

ni,j+1 (1− µ̃θi,j), if Xθ+1
i,j = 1

µ̃θi,j −
µ̃θi,j
ni,j+1 , if Xθ+1

i,j = 0

and vice versa for µ̃θj,i. If the required difference in estimated score exceeds all
these possible change amounts, then no single pairwise sample will be able to
alter the current top set. This means that our knowledge gradient values will
be:

AV i,j = 0,∀(ai, aj)

and our Knowledge Gradient policy will be unable to select a sample. This
potential problem with the KG policy was hinted at in Powell and Ryzhov
(2012), and discussed in detail in Kamiński (2015).

It becomes necessary to consider multiple samples in order to find sampling
sequences with non-zero change probabilities. Frazier and Powell (2010) propose
the adapted KG(*) policy, which considers sequences of samples, selecting to
perform the sample at the start of the shortest sequence required to change the
ranking. They show that this policy performs well, but can be computationally
very intensive, as the state space of sampling sequences grows rapidly as the
sequences lengthen. In the case of pairwise sampling, with 1

2 (K2 − K) possi-
ble sample pairs at each stage, this method rapidly becomes computationally
intractable for even modest values of K.

To solve this, Kamiński (2015) suggests an alternative method for formu-
lating AV i,j , leading to an adapted policy KG(min), that allocates based on
minimising the number of consecutive repeated samples of a single alternative
needed to change the selection. For the standard subset selection problem,
where simulation directly estimates the score of alternatives, this is sufficient
to prevent the policy from failing and restore asymptotic optimality, as for any
possible alternative score value S and accuracy ε, there is a finite string of sam-
pling outcomes that can move the score estimate of an alternative to within ε of
S, with non-zero probability. However, this is not necessarily true in the pair-
wise problem, which we show here for binary sample outcomes. In this example,
pairwise outcomes are modelled with Bernoulli random variables Xi,j , paired
such that Xi,j = 1−Xj,i. Let ri,j denote the minimum number of consecutive
samples of the pair (ai, aj) required to change the selected subset.

Proposition 3. For any K > 4 and with binary pairwise sampling, it is possible
that ri,j =∞ for all (ai, aj) regardless of the selected subset size κ
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Proof. To show this, we aim to construct an example sampling situation whereby
ri,j <∞ =⇒ K ≤ 4. Suppose at some point in our sampling process we have:

µ̃i,j =


0.5 if i, j ∈ I
0.5 if i, j /∈ I
1 if i ∈ I, j /∈ I
0 if i /∈ I, j ∈ I

then the estimated difference in score of the κth and (κ+ 1)th best alternatives
will be:

Sκ − Sκ+1 =
∑
j,j 6=κ

µ̃κ,j −
∑

j,j 6=κ+1

µ̃κ+1,j

= (0.5(κ− 1) +K − κ)− 0.5(K − κ− 1)

= 0.5K

Now, min
i,j
{δi,ji } = δκ+1,κ

κ+1 = 1
2 (Sκ − Sκ+1) = K

4 , so finitely many samples

must be able to alter µ̃κ+1,κ by at least K
4 for rκ,κ+1 to be finite. As µ̃i,j ∈ [0, 1]

for all ai, aj , the maximum change in µ̃κ+1,κ we can obtain is 1. Hence, we
require:

1 ≥ K

4

Proposition 3 means that, when our sampling process returns binary pref-
erence feedback, and we have more than 4 alternatives to choose from, it can
be the case that infinitely many samples of a particular pair cannot change the
ranking. This means that a pairwise adaptation of KG(min) procedure pro-
posed in Kamiński (2015) can fail, even in the asymptotic limit, which explains
the observations reported in Groves and Branke (2016) and Priekule and Meisel
(2017). To prevent this asymptotic failure for our PKG policy, we adapt PKG
to allow random sample selection in the case that AV i,j = 0 for all pairs (ai, aj).

5. Empirical Testing

In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of our algorithms
against other sampling methods. For comparison, we choose the Active Rank-
ing (AR) method from Heckel et al. (2016) and the Hoeffding Racing (H-Race)
method from Busa-Fekete et al. (2013a). To the best of our knowledge, these
methods represent the current state of the art for top-κ selection for models
without systematic regularity assumptions such as SST. We also include the
performance of uniform sample allocation as an additional benchmark. We test
their performance on a range of standard scoring models (BTL, SST, Unstruc-
tured), with both binary preference and value-based sample results.
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5.1. Top-κ Selection (2 from 5)

Here we simulate the problem of selecting the top 2 alternatives from a set
of 5. Pairwise outcomes are binary, i.e for alternatives (ai, aj), Xi,j is Bernoulli
distributed. We consider three different scoring models:

• BTL model: Here the underlying “true” quality of our alternatives is
parametrised by a score vector T = (ta1 , ..., ta5). T fully determines the
matrix of pairwise comparison outcome probabilities with µi,j = ti

ti+tj
.

We set T = (0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1).

• SST model: We generate the pairwise comparison probability matrix ac-
cording the the “Independent Bands” SST model from Shah et al. (2016).
As they describe, the class of SST Bernoulli scoring models is charac-
terised up to permutation of elements by the set of matrices whose upper-
triangular entries lie in [0.5, 1.0], increase along rows and decrease down
columns. Thus, we generate the matrix of true comparison means M first
by selecting the entry M0,1 = µ0,1 uniformly at random from [ 1

2 , 1], before
populating the remainder of the upper triangle of the matrix row-wise,
at each stage selecting values uniformly from the allowable interval, i.e
bounded above either by 1 or the entry above, and bounded below either
by 1

2 or the entry to the left.

• Unstructured model: In this model pairwise comparison means are uncor-
related. Each entry in the upper triangle of the comparison matrix M is
sampled independently and uniformly at random from [0, 1]. The “true”
ranking of the alternatives is then determined by their Borda score.

The POCBAm, PKG and AR methods contain an accuracy parameter α
related to stopping time, which we vary to obtain a range of values. For the H-
Race method, there are two parameters that affect the width of the confidence
interval used to eliminate alternatives from the race, and therefore stopping
time: α and nmax, the maximum number of samples allowed of each particular
pair. Specifically, the interval is defined for each alternative pair as:

µ̃i,j ±

√
1

2ni,j
log

(
2K2nmax

α

)
Thus for the H-Race method we obtain a range of different stopping times by
varying nmax for three different values of α: 1.0, 0.1 and 0.01, and display the
best performance from the three. The parameter values used for each method
are given in the figure caption for each scoring model. We also included a fixed
maximum budget total constraint of 10,000 samples per run for each method
to ensure timely completion. Performance for each method is measured by
the proportion of top-κ subsets correctly identified (success rate) over 10,000
different replications (random seeds).

Figure 1a shows the performance of each method at selecting the top 2 of 5
alternatives for the BTL model scenario. POCBAm is the best performer, with
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both PKG and POCBAm outperforming the comparison methods, achieving
the same success rate using fewer samples. Both racing methods, particularly
the H-Race, struggled due to the loose width of the bounds used to construct
their confidence intervals. Without being able to successfully eliminate alterna-
tives from the race before reaching nmax samples of each pair, H-Race performs
essentially the same samples as simple uniform allocation.

Figure 1b shows the results for the SST scoring model. Overall the SST
scoring model produces easier top-κ selection problems that the BTL model
used in the first scenario. The method for generating the underlying comparison
matrix for the SST scoring model will, on average, produce pairwise means
further from 0.5 than for the BTL model. For example, the expectation of the
mean µ2,3 of the alternatives on the boundary between the top subset and the
discarded subset will be:

E[µ2,3] =
0.5 + E[µ0,2]

2
=

0.5 +
E[µ0,1]+1

2

2
=

0.5 +
0.5+1

2 +1

2

2
= 0.6875,

compared to 0.7
0.7+0.5 = 0.583̇ in the BTL model experiment. Consequently, we

see higher success rates at each given budget when compared to Figure 1a,
and a much clearer improvement over uniform sampling for the AR method.
The larger the differences in Borda score between alternatives, the easier it is
for methods to identify which sampling pairs are irrelevant and thus to sample
more efficiently than uniformly. However, we see that the confidence bound used
by the H-Race method is again too loose to reliably eliminate alternatives before
reaching nmax samples of each pair, and thus does not make any improvement
over uniform allocation.

In contrast to the SST scenario, the unstructured scoring model shown in
Figure 1c is much harder, with very little average distance between alternative’s
Borda scores. Both POCBAm and PKG perform well on this problem, with
POCBAm achieving the highest success rate as sampling budget increases. To
accurately estimate the alternative scores with unstructured preferences, we
have to learn far more about the underlying matrix M . This is particularly
difficult for the AR method as, although this method chooses one alternative
for the sampling pair directly, the other is selected at random, meaning we would
require far more samples to be performed before being sure we have learnt about
every entry in M . This is reflected in low initial performance of AR. The H-
Race also struggled in this problem, due to the closeness of the alternative’s
total scores and the loose confidence bound used, and again fails to improve
over the uniform benchmark.

5.2. Other System Sizes

Here we examine effect of the number of alternatives and of the top subset
size on the algorithm performance on the SST scoring model used in the pre-
vious section. Specifically, we test top 1 of 5 selection (finding the best single
element) and top 4 of 10, with the results shown in Figures 2a and 2b respec-
tively. POCBA is again the best performing method in both cases, reaching
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Figure 1: Performance of POCBAm, PKG, AR and H-Race algorithms against random allo-
cation at best 2 of 5 selection for the BTL, SST and unstructured models. For POCBAm, we
vary α between 0.5 and 0.01, for PKG between 0.3 and 0.001 and for AR between 0.15 and
0.01. For the H-Race, nmax ranges between 5 and 100 for the BTL and SST models, and
between 5 and 450 for the Unstructured model, with α = 0.01 for all three.
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perfect accuracy on both problems with substantially fewer samples, particu-
larly on the larger problem. When only needing to identify the single best
alternative, both the AR and H-Race methods are able to exclude poorly per-
forming alternatives much earlier as they need only be confident that they are
beaten by a single competitor. As sampling budget increases, they are there-
fore able to allocate the last portion of their sampling budgets more effectively
between fewer remaining pairs. This is reflected in their performance, with AR
matching PKG and H-Race improving over uniform allocation.Figure 2c shows
the performance on a much larger subset selection problem, choosing the top
40 of 100 alternatives. For this problem two other changes were made. Firstly
the maximum budget constraint for the variable stopping time methods was
increased to 200,000 samples to compensate for the increased number of alter-
native pairs. Secondly, the PKG method was adapted to use a fixed sampling
budget, rather than a variable stopping point based on EPCS. As the number
of alternatives increases, but the range of values for each pairwise comparison
mean µi,j remains fixed and bounded, the relative effect that changing each
sample mean may have on an alternative’s score decreases. This makes it more
likely that AV i,j will fall to zero for some or possibly all alternative pairs, as
discussed in Section 4.3. If there are only a few pairs with non-zero AV i,j val-
ues, PKG will only select samples from amongst these, which can prevent EPCS
from reaching (1 − α) even asymptotically. The fixed sampling budget allows
PKG to terminate in these cases. If AV i,j = 0 for all pairs, PKG has to resort
to random sample allocation. Here we see that these changes limit the effec-
tiveness of PKG, reducing its improvement over uniform allocation compared to
the smaller selection problems. Overall, we see that POCBAm is still the best
performer. The AR method also performs well, substantially improving over
uniform sampling.

5.3. Value-based Scoring Models

The final part of this section examines empirical performance of the sampling
methods on top 2 of 5 selection on models where pairwise comparison feedback
is continuous valued and unbounded. This value-based feedback increases the
amount of information received from sampling; instead of simply receiving a
0 − 1 win/loss result as in our previous testing, we now gain a measure of the
magnitude of an alternative’s win or loss.

We test performance on value-based SST and unstructured problem mod-
els, the BTL model used in the previous section being suitable only for binary
preference-based sampling. For both models, we assume that sample outcomes
are normally distributed, and choose the underlying variance for each pair uni-
formly at random from [0, 1]. The matrix of pairwise comparison means for each
model is then generated as described below:

• Value-based SST model: As before, the upper triangle of M should increase
along rows and decrease down columns. Thus we populate the upper
triangle of M using the same procedure as for the binary SST model,
except using [0, 1] instead of [0.5, 1] as the allowable interval. The lower
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Figure 2: Performance of POCBAm, PKG, AR and H-Race algorithms against random allo-
cation at best 1 of 5 selection (a), best 4 of 10 (b), and best 40 of 100 selection (c), for the
SST scoring model. For POCBAm, we vary α between 0.5 and 0.01, for PKG between 0.3
and 0.001 and for AR between 0.2 and 0.01. For the H-Race, (a) uses α = 1.0, nmax between
5 and 100, (b) uses α = 0.01, nmax between 5 and 50, and (c) uses α = 0.01, nmax between
10 and 25.
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Table 1: Percentage reduction in sampling budget to match performance of uniform sample
allocation for each sampling method. Best values shown in bold.

Uniform Sampling Budget Reduction
Scoring Model Samples Succ. Rate POCBAm PKG AR H-Race

2
o
f

5 BTL 1000 0.993 64.7% 35.2% 27.1% 3.34%
SST 800 0.991 78.0% 70.7% 63.4% 0.512%
Unstr. 3500 0.931 63.0% 51.9% 24.1% 0.151%
1 of 5 (SST) 500 0.991 81.7% 71.1% 70.6% 24.8%
4 of 10 (SST) 2000 0.988 81.0% 66.6% 56.9% -1.25%
40 of 100 (SST) 100,000 0.906 49.4% 13.4% 42.5% -1.48%

V
al

u
e-

B
a
se

d SST 200 0.980 63.2% 67.4% 31.4% 25.9%

Unstr. 2000 0.970 62.4% 60.6% 32.7% N\A

triangle is then filled according to µj,i = −µi,j . Note that value-based
SST comparison matrices are skew-symmetric.

• Value-based Unstructured model. Entries in the upper triangle are chosen
independently and uniformly at random from [0, 1], and the lower triangle
filled according to µj,i = −µi,j .

Figure 3a shows the performance for the value-based SST model. With nor-
mally distributed sample results, PKG will be asymptotically optimal (Propo-
sition 2), so should no longer encounter states where AV i,j = 0 and should no
longer have to resort to random samples allocation. As such, performance of
PKG and POCBAm seems to be very similar and substantially better than the
comparison methods.

We again see that the unstructured model in Figure 3b is much more difficult,
with all methods requiring far more samples to reach their stopping points. As
with the binary unstructured model from Figure 1c, we see that the AR method
initially performs poorly, as its random sample selection is unable to ensure suf-
ficient information collection from all pairs without taking a large number of
samples. Interestingly, as the number of samples taken increases, the success
rate of the H-Race method falls behind uniform sampling. The bounds for
the alternative’s Borda score confidence intervals used by the H-Race are the
arithmetic means of the bounds for the individual pairwise confidence bounds,
calculated using only the alternatives still included in the race. When pairwise
means are uncorrelated, as in the unstructured model, these become progres-
sively poorer estimates of alternatives Borda scores whenever alternatives are
removed, leading to incorrect classification of the remaining alternatives.

Table 1 provides a summary of our empirical results, showing the percent-
age reduction in samples required to achieve the same success rate as uniform
sampling for each method on each scoring model.
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Figure 3: Performance of POCBAm, PKG, AR and H-Race algorithms against random al-
location at best 2 of 5 selection with normally distributed sample results for SST (a) and
unstructured (b) models. Sub-figure (a) uses α between 0.5 and 0.01 for POCBAm, between
0.05 and 10−5 for PKG and between 0.15 and 0.01 for AR with nmax between 5 and 80, and
α = 1.0. Sub-figure (b) uses α between 0.3 and 0.001 for POCBAm, between 0.03 and 10−5

for PKG, and between 0.15 and 0.001 for AR with th nmax between 5 and 2500, and α = 0.01.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have presented two new pairwise subset selection methods,
adapted from well known sampling algorithms from the Simulation Optimiza-
tion community, as well as theoretical guarantees of asymptotically optimal
performance under certain conditions. Additionally, we identify an interesting
idiosyncrasy of Knowledge Gradient policies with bounded pairwise sampling,
where even n-step sampling methods can fail.

In our empirical testing, we see that both PKG and POCBAm offer im-
provements over current state-of-the-art top-κ sampling procedures for scoring
models without dependence on structural assumptions like the SST property.
POCBAm in particular performed well across all the test scenarios, both with
binary and unbounded value-based sample feedback, and with both structured
and unstructured underlying models.

A possible future development would be to consider correlations between
pairwise sample distributions, as they would occur if there was an underlying
(unknown) quality of each solution that would influence the outcome. In such
cases, it may be possible to further improve our sampling method by correctly
learning and accounting for this dependence between alternative scores.

There are other forms of the standard OCBAm method such as the one de-
scribed in Chen et al. (2008). These are based on evaluating the asymptotically
optimal proportional sample allocation based on current information and then
recommending sampling proportionally. As POCBAm was generally the best
performing method, it might be interesting to investigate pairwise adaptations
of these other OCBA algorithms.
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Appendix

Here we give a proof that ranking alternatives by Borda score from pairwise
comparisons will correctly reconstruct an underlying latent ranking given certain
conditions. For simplicity the proof is given for only binary pairwise sample
outcomes, but the proof for unbounded, value-based pairwise samples requires
only minor modification.

Proposition 4. Given a set of alternatives A and some underlying total order-
ing � on A, suppose that:

• For each pair of alternatives (ai, aj) there is associated a Bernoulli random
variable Xi,j and that these random variables are paired such that Xi,j =
1−Xj,i.

• There exists a function F : A×A → R defined as:

F (ai, aj) = E[Xi,j ]

with the following properties:

1. Strong Stochastic Transitivity (SST) (Shah et al., 2016) with
respect to �: For alternatives ai, aj , ak:

ai � aj � ak =⇒ F (ai, ak) ≥ max{F (ai, aj), F (aj , ak)}

2. Pairwise Distinguishability: For any two distinct alternatives ai
and aj , there exists some alternative ak such that:

F (ai, ak) 6= F (aj , ak)

We define the Borda Score ordering ≥B on A as follows:

ai ≥B aj ⇐⇒ B(ai) =
∑
ak 6=ai

F (ai, ak) ≥
∑
ak 6=aj

F (aj , ak) = B(aj)

Then � and ≥B are equivalent, i.e:

ai � aj ⇐⇒ ai ≥B aj

Proof. We begin by showing that:

ai � aj =⇒ ai ≥B aj (A.1)

To do this, we aim to show that the SST condition implies that all terms in the
Borda Score B(ai) of ai will be at least as large as the corresponding terms in
B(aj).

First note that for any alternative ai, F (ai, ai) = 1− F (ai, ai) = 1
2 . Hence,

by the SST condition, for any two alternatives ai and aj :

ai � aj =⇒ F (ai, aj) ≥ max{F (ai, ai), F (ai, aj)} ≥
1

2
(A.2)
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and so

F (aj , ai) ≤
1

2

Now consider the terms in the sums B(ai) =
∑
ak 6=ai F (ai, ak) and B(aj) =∑

ak 6=aj . For each alternative ak, we have three possible cases:

1. ai � aj � ak:
This case is simple. By the SST condition:

F (ai, ak) ≥ max{F (ai, aj), F (aj , ak)} ≥ F (aj , ak)

2. ai � ak � aj : From Equation (A.2) we have that:

F (ai, ak) ≥ 1

2
≥ F (aj , ak)

3. ak � ai � aj : From the SST condition and Equation (A.2), we have:

F (ak, aj) ≥ max{F (ak, ai), F (ai, aj)} ≥
1

2

And hence, as F (ak, aj) = 1− F (aj , ak), we have:

F (aj , ak) ≤ min{F (ai, ak), F (ak, ai)} ≤ F (ai, ak)

So for all ak we have that F (ai, ak) ≥ F (aj , ak). Hence
∑
ak 6=ai F (ai, ak) ≥∑

ak 6=aj F (aj , ak) and so ai ≥B aj .

Now we need to prove the converse, i.e:

ai ≥B aj =⇒ ai � aj (A.3)

Our approach here is slightly different. First, we show that:

B(ai) = B(aj) ⇐⇒ ai = aj (A.4)

If ai = aj it is trivial that B(ai) = B(aj). So now let us suppose that ai 6= aj .
As � is a total ordering, exactly one of either ai � aj or aj � ai must be true,
so let us assume without loss of generality that ai � aj . Now, as ai 6= aj ,
and alternatives are Pairwise Distinguishable under F , there exists some ak′

such that F (ai, ak′) 6= F (aj , ak′). As we have shown above, ∀ak, F (ai, ak) ≥
F (aj , ak), and thus, we must have that for ak′ , F (ai, ak′) > F (aj , ak′) and so
B(ai) > B(aj). By contraposition, this proves Equation (A.4).

As � is reflexive, Equation (A.4) implies that for ai = aj :

ai ≥B aj =⇒ ai � aj

So it only remains to show this for ai 6= aj . But, in proving Equation (A.4), we
have already shown that if ai 6= aj :

ai � aj =⇒ B(ai) > B(aj) (A.5)
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Thus the contrapositive of Equation (A.5) is also true, specifically:

B(aj) ≥ B(ai) =⇒ !(ai � aj) =⇒ aj � ai

With the last implication justified by the totality of the ordering �.

So, if we have Strong Stochastic Transitivity (SST), and Pairwise Distin-
guishability (PD), given sufficiently accurate estimates for pairwise means, the
Borda Score ranking for alternatives will be consistent with an underlying latent
ranking, if one exists. We should consider how reasonable these two conditions
are.

Firstly, remember that the only method for gaining information about alter-
natives is through pairwise measurements. Therefore, if PD does not hold, and
there are some alternatives for which all pairwise means are identical, then it
is impossible for us to gain any information that would allow us to distinguish
one such alternative from another. Thus, PD is a requirement for any pairwise
ranking problem where we might wish to create a total ordering of alternatives.

The SST condition is a common condition for modelling pairwise ranking
and selection problems, being either explicitly or implicitly assumed in many of
the current methods discussed in Section 3. It also holds for the most common
latent fitness models (BTL and Thurstone), as well as generally being consistent
with observed real-world pairwise preference data Shah et al. (2016). Note that
the POCBAm and PKG methods proposed in this paper are highly general,
and do not require that the SST condition holds for pairwise outcomes, it is
only required to guarantee equivalence between the Borda Score ordering and
an underlying latent ordering, if one exists.
Proof of Inequality 4.1.3 Let Y ∼ N (M,Σ) be the joint distribution of the
alternative score estimates of the current top-κ alternatives (Mi = S̃i), and
define Y ∗ ∼ N (M,Σ∗) to the the multivariate Gaussian distribution with equal
mean to Y , and covariance matrix defined by:

Σ∗i,j =

{
Σi,j , if i = j

0, if i 6= j

Then Σ∗i,j ≥ Σi,j ,∀i, j. Hence by Theorem 2.1.1, Corollary 1 of Tong (1980):

PY

[
κ⋂
i=1

{S̃i ≥ ai}

]
≤ PY ∗

[
κ⋂
i=1

{S̃i ≥ ai}

]
=

κ∏
i=1

P(S̃i ≥ ai)

Holds for any (a1, ..., aκ) ∈ Rκ. The proof of the second inequality for alterna-
tives outside the current top-κ follows from Theorem 2.1.1 of Tong (1980) by
an almost identical argument.
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